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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  4/4/2021 7:28:25 PM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #20; MARXIST DIVERSIONS OF TREASON: 

 

A. "THEY'RE ALL THE SAME" TRIBALISM OF MARXIST COUP D'ETAT: 

 

*** Social Psychology defines using the "THEY'RE ALL THE SAME" mentallity toward an 

ETHNIC, GENDER, RACIAL and/or RELIGIOUS group as discrimination. For example: 

DEMONRATS SAY REQUIRING an ID CARD to vote is "VOTER SUPPRESSION of 

minorities" that implies a MONOLITH who doesn't know how to get ID Cards (State ID cards 

are free to indigent persons). Such SYSTEMIC RACISM of DEMONRATS "falsely implying 

minority persons don't know how to get ID Cards is RACISM intended to divide We the 

People" (Candace Owens, a Black lady). 

 

*** Aforesaid is different than stating "All thieves are thieves". Generally used herein: 

MARXISTS are called MARXISTS and DEMONRATS called DEMONRATS because such 

description is their ideology of HATRED toward freedom; "their religion". ("DEMONRAT" is 

my name for DEEP STATE MARXISTS who may claim to be DEMOCRATS or 

REPUBLICANS.) Therefore, my pointing-out of individual person or cult character should not 

be confused with the "They're all the same" mentality of DEMONRATS and MARXISTS. 

 

 

B. DISTRACTIONS FROM THE COUP D'ETAT: 

 

*** Based on information from friendlies, those retired from the Intelligence Community and 

participants: The thousands of CHILDREN crossing the Mexican border into the U.S. ARE 

intended DISTRACTIONS to divert Border Patrol FROM noticing RECONQUISTAS sneaking 

into the United States from Central and South America, from CUBA AND VENEZUELA, 

from Chinese and Russian Special Forces, and from Middle Eastern countries to form covert 

"SLEEPER CELLS". The CELLS may make coordinated attacks in diverse areas of the U.S. 

during a prospective COUP D'ETAT against lawful government of We the People. They are 

bringing massive amounts of drugs to dumb down minds and stashing weapons to kill the 

General Public. These incursions by insurgents are normally not caught by the Border Patrol 

because of the orchestrated distractions with children in which China Joe BIDEN and 

Administration are complicit. 

 

 

C. BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION 2.0 IN MID-2021?: 

 

*** Throughout the United States, Anarchists and MARXISTS are inciting separate 

multifaceted events that are practice for overthrow of local governments and the federal 
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government. A few events are: 

(a) In California, a book written by a Black MARXIST was voted by certain Boards of 

Education for use in local Schools to teach killing of White Persons and Asians (to be treated as 

White) "for decolonization of America" (WAPO & Shannon Bream); 

(b) In MARCH 2020-2021, at MILWAUKEE, BLM MARXISTS made an "AUTONOMOUS 

ZONE" of the block where George FLOYD was killed by police. Anyone entering this ZONE 

who is White or not of BLM is shot and killed. BLM cleans up all evidence of the crime(s) and 

prohibits police from entering to investigate the crime scenes (AP, WSJ); 

(c) In Chicago, DC, Portland, Seattle and other cities, ANTIFA Anarchists and BLM 

MARXISTS have almost daily events of violence against police and various government and 

political offices, including 11 MARCH 2021 setting fire to the Portland federal courthouse, 

which is practice for future INSURRECTIONS (WGN); 

(d) Violent Anarchist and/or MARXIST groups in a suburb of Atlanta are seeking succession 

from Atlanta (FOX 47); and 

(e) the 02 APRIL 2021 practice run in DC. If the Anarchist and Leftist groups are not soon 

dealt with by We the People, they will increase in number throughout more cities, then coalesce 

into one national event where State officials become targets. According to certain minority 

groups in Michigan, it appears Lansing, Detroit and Jackson may be targets. The Summer of 

2021 may make PRIOR HOSTILITIES seem LIKE CHILD'S PLAY, with a MAY 2021 

rallying time and a 04 JULY 2021 Offensive "reminiscent of the Maoist takeover of China" 

(Helen Raleigh, who survived China) (BIDEN will do nothing because he is complicit.). 

 

 

D. DISARMING WE THE PEOPLE IN PREPARATION FOR THE COUP D'ETAT: 

 

*** If MARXIST PELOSI enacts the HR 127 Gun Grab, there will be hostilities from both 

extreme Left and Right Wing groups. Controlled media says DC DEMONRATS may be targets 

because some groups have been monitoring them (CBS). In Michigan, Ohio and Indiana (MIO) 

the Left and Right Wing groups have formed a coalition of common interests. I cannot foresee 

what will come with the MIO Coalition, which has better security than other groups , but they 

learned from the Wolverine Watchmen event. 

 

*** According to some normally layed-back persons who are not alarmists, things are past the 

point of no return (Craig Shirley, 02 APR 2021). It seems the present remnant of civility is only 

hanging by a thread, like the Sword of Damocles. The OPEN BORDERS are merely a decoy 

for armed cartels and terrorists sneaking into the U.S.A. with the DEMONRAT front of silence 

being maintained until the TRAITOR'S ARMY is fully in place and has already begun their 

prospective WAR. 

 

E. CHINA'S CONTROL OF MEDIA TO HIDE PROSPECTIVE COUP D'ETAT: 

 

*** On 25 MARCH 2021, the Securities Exchange Commission announced it will require all 

corporations to file forms disclosing any foreign government or official that owns corporate 

stock or who has a position in the corporation. Instantly, stock of ALIBABA, BAIDU, 

DISCOVERY INC, Viacom/CBS, and others dropped about 33%, then over the next day 

dropped about 51% total. ZOOM and TIK TOK are controlled in China. This proves the 
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Chinese PLA was one short step from TOTALITARIAN CONTROL OF SUBSTANTIAL 

MEDIA SOURCES, and still may control in a different mode, with intent to hide facts of a 

impending CIVIL WAR. China Joe BIDEN also blocked-out the ICE Website so Patriots 

cannot see a foreign army being brought across the Southern Border. Such controlled 

communications are intended to keep the People in the dark until it is too late during a COUP 

D'ETAT/CIVIL WAR. HOSEA 4:6; JOEL 2:1-11, 31-32. 

 


